How to overcome the gap between people's expectation on capabilities of video surveillance systems and perceived performance? One solution is to focus on specific, well defined and tailored problems as well as well-defined operational conditions. But how to restrict the reality? While some specific problems are generally addressed and broadly covered within the community and thereby partially solved at least, general performance for unrestricted environments is still difficult to obtain. Thus we see the need to seek for general applicability in order to enable new application domains. We propose a paradigm shift from fully preconfigured solutions towards solutions that learn and adapt on-the-job autonomously and/or being interactive by responding to operator feedback in real-time. In that way such systems are error-tolerant and responsive and ease end users expectation by improving in performance over time. Following that mindset we will present some selected research topics we are currently working on. In addition we will briefly present undergoing work to leverage two relatively novel paradigms in the field of video analytics, namely data acquisition by a moving camera (e.g. Micro Arial Vehicles -MAV) and 3D+t data reconstruction in conjunction with change detection.
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• Autonomous Abnormality Detection Unusual event detection, i.e., identifying rare/critical events, is becoming one of the major challenges in visual surveillance, also showing a reasonable scientific interest recently. While some of those unusual events can be modeled quite well explicitly (e.g. a wrong way driver), some others can neither be described nor foreseen in advance. Thus we propose an approach to supplement classical rule-based/pre-trained event detection by a system that learns unsupervised via observing the scene. Hence the system builds up a scene-specific statistical model of what is usual or not over time autonomously. User interaction is foreseen but optional, and can be used to incorporate external knowledge and tune the output towards the desired behavior.
• Semi-Automatic Annotation Tool Annotation i.e. labeling huge datasets is time consuming, tedious, expensive and error-prone. However for the purpose of training statistical classifiers annotation is needed and the more (high quality) data is available the better the resulting classifier's performance. But how about to rethink the step from labeling to training towards a smooth transition, i.e. for teaching on the fly and building up a supporting system during the annotation that eases and speeds-up annotation.
• User-guided Search Man and Machine together, a powerful couple when it comes to search applications that require manual fine tuning and interference as it is with forensic search applications. Search takes place as an interactive process, successively reducing the amount of data to be observed and incorporates user-guided learning and adaptation. We present a system for interactively building forensic search queries, in particular for person re-identification based on their overall visual appearance. The system generates meta-data and allows to combine "where / when / who"-queries in a flexible way by an easy to understand graphical user interface.
• Surveillance in 3D+t from a moving Camera Video surveillance from a moving camera yields a richer scene model as compared to one obtained from a single static camera view and allows looking for changes in the scene or a derived model when acquiring the same scene more than once. Structure from Motion allows for 3D reconstruction of objects in the scene, thus adding a new dimension to video surveillance. Observation of construction sites is the practical embodiment of a broader range of applications,
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